Abstract. We check that the statement of Hikita conjecture holds for the case of the minimal nilpotent orbit of a simple Lie algebra g of type ADE and C 2 /Γ.
Introduction
Symplectic duality is a hypothetical duality between conical symplectic singularities. At the moment, no rigorous definition exists, though there are a number of conjectured examples and a great number of connections that should tie together dual singularities. Namely, the Springer resolution is dual to the Springer resolution for the Langlands dual group ( [4] ), hypertoric varieties are dual to other hypertoric varieties ( [5] ), finite ADE quiver varieties are dual to slices in the affine Grassmannian for the Langlands dual group ( [6] ) and many others. Not always it is known which symplectic resolution is dual to which, as the theory is a work in progress. The case we are interesed in is, however, known: the closure of the minilal orbit in a simply laced Lie algebra is dual to the Slodowy slice to the subregular orbit. Now, if we have a pair of "dual" conical singularities, Hikita conjecture is a relation between the cohomology of one resolution and the coordinate ring of the other one. Namely, if X → X and X * → X * are a pair of dual conical symplectic resolutions and T is a maximal torus of the Hamiltonian action on X * , there is an isomorphism between the cohomology ring of X and the coordinate ring of the fixed points scheme (X * ) T . Hikita observed it in his paper ( [3] ) for many of aforementioned cases and proved it for Hilbert scheme of points, finite type A quiver varieties and hypertoric varieties.
Let g be a simply laced simple Lie algebra. The closure of its minimal nilpotent orbit is expected to be dual to the Slodowy slice to the subregular orbit.
The Slodowy slice to the subregular orbit in a Lie algebra g is the same as C 2 /Γ, where Γ is a finite subgroup of SL(2, C) (corresponding to g). It is a symplectic variety with rational double points. It admits a unique symplectic resolution C 2 /Γ, given by the minimal resolution. The cohomology algebra of this resolution is known (we will prove it) to be Sym ≥2 [h] , where h is the abstract Cartan algebra of a Lie algebra g, corresponding to Γ.
The "dual" symplectic variety to it is given by the closure of the minimal nilpotent orbit in g, or, equivalently (via the isomorphism), the closure of the minimal orbit O min in g * . We will work with the latter. If we choose a generic action of C * , such that the fixed point scheme for it and for torus T are same, Hikita conjecture for this pair of singular symplectic varieties states that
2.
We first prove the statement about the cohomology ring:
Lemma 2.1. The cohomology ring of the resolution
, where h is the abstract Cartan algebra of g.
Proof. First, one notices that on both C 2 /Γ and C 2 /Γ there is an action of C * , that contracts the lower to the point zero. Thus, due to homotopy equivalence, we can restrict the computation of cohomology ring of C 2 /Γ to the fiber of the resolution over zero point of C 2 /Γ. This is known to be a tree of P 1 's that is a Dynkin diagram of the types ADE. Its cohomology ring can be seen to be given by Sym ≥2 [h] . First of all, π 1 of it is clearly 0, since we can retract every loop to a tree, formed by the points of intersection and connecting lines between them, and tree is contractible. We are left to deal with H 2 . To do so, one can observe that our tree clearly has a decomposition into affine cells and dots, so we can obtain the generators for H 2 from each affine line. Since the number of P 1 's (and, thus, A 1 's) equals the rk of corresponding Lie algebra g of type ADE, we thus obtain the cohomology ring, isomorphic to Sym
Since the left part is known already what we are left to do is to check that the right hand side is the same. To do this it will be useful to simplify the problem as follows.
First of all one should notice that taking C * -invariants means the same as intersecting with the Cartan subalgebra -O min C * = h ∩ O min as a scheme. So, instead of working with C * -invariant functions we can simply take the ideal of O min in Sym[g], look at the image of its projection in Sym[h] and factorize by it. The result of the factorization will be the ring we seek. Now, let g be a simple Lie algebra, fix h a Cartan subalgebra and let O min denote the closure of the minimal nilpotent orbit in g * . The statement about the equality of algebras (with the reasoning above) will clearly follow from the following theorem. Before moving to its proof we want to take a closer look at some simple special cases of this statement. Example 2.3. Consider the easiest example possible: the case of sl(2). Since we have chosen h, we have both e and f and the nilpotent orbit (in this case there is only one nilpotent orbit apart from 0) is given by the equation h 2 + ef = 0 (or, equivalently, by the ideal, generated by h 2 + ef ). This, after the projection to Sym[h] will give us h 2 , which clearly generates the whole algebra in degree ≥ 2.
Example 2.4. One more example would be the Lie algebra sl(n) case. It is a bit more complicated -at least there is be more than one nilpotent orbit. If a matrix belongs to the minimal nilpotent orbit its square is zero and its rank is 1. In terms of matrix equations such a matrix A is given by the A 2 = 0, rk(A) = 1 -every 2 × 2 minor should be zero and the matrix squared should be zero. If we restrict those to the Cartan subalgebra we will get a 2 ii = 0 (from the A 2 = 0) and a ii a jj = 0
(from det ij = 0) which gives us all the functions in degree 2 of Sym[h] for gl(n), thus in sl(n) too.
To understand the theorem better we are going to use the following knowledge about adjoint representation of g. One should note that g * is a representation of the type V * θ there θ is the highest weight for the adjoint representation. Moreover, Sym n [g] can therefore be given as a sum Sym n [g] = V (nθ) ⊕ L n where L n stands for the sum of representations of lower weight. The fact is that the ideal we are interested in is actually given by the n L n . Indeed, every function from a representation of lower weight kills the highest weight vector v θ from g * = V * (θ). To find the generators of this ideal we can observe that it is actually given by kernels of maps like
The objects of the form V (nθ) form a subring in the ring of all highest weight representations of our algebra g.
The structure of generators of such a ring is given by the following theorem of Kostant (see [2] , [1] ).
Theorem 2.5. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra and let Γ ω 1 , . . . , Γ ωn be irreducible representations corresponding to the fundamental weights. Let
. This is a commutative graded algebra, and we can split it into pieces
where a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) is an n-tuple of nonnegative integers. A a then is the direct sum of the irreducible representation Γ λ , whose weight is given by λ = a i ω i and the sum J a of representations with strictly smaller highest weights. Thus, J = J a is an ideal in A, and it is generated by the elements of the form
where v 1 and v 2 stand for vectors in Γ ω 1 and Γ ω 2 , and the sum [
denotes the Casimir element of the Lie algebra g Namely, for our case the theorem says, that the kernel of the morphism g
, is generated by the elements of the form C(v · w) − 2(θ, θ)v · w, where C is the Casimir element. Since we are interested in the image of the projection of this subspace on the Sym 2 [h] we can take vector h ∈ h for both v, w and see what happens to it. Namely if we choose a basis e i , f i , h j in g, Casimir element can be written as a sum
The first part of this sum sends the element h ⊗ h to a kernel of the projection Sym[g] → Sym[h], whereas the second part acts by zero. So, after projection we will be left with 2(θ, θ)h ⊗ h and elements like this clearly generate all the Sym 2 [h]. The latter, however, clearly generates all the algebra Sym[h] in degree ≥ 2. This proves the theorem (2.2) which, in turn, confirms the initial hypothesis.
